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Justice Committee 

Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Bill – Stage 2 

Written submission from Zero Tolerance 
 
About Zero Tolerance 
 
Zero Tolerance is a small national charity promoting innovative policy and 
practice to address the root causes of male violence against women and 
children. We pioneered the 3 P’s approach to tackling male violence – 
protection, provision and prevention. Of these, we believe that the prevention 
of violence through changing attitudes, structures and values is the key to 
changing the culture of endemic violence in which we live. 
 
Summary of our position 
 
We are strongly supportive of amendment 516 lodged by Sandra White MSP 
and urge the Justice Committee to support it. Our arguments in favour of this 
amendment can be summarised as follows: 
 

• We see lap-dancing as a form of commercial sexual exploitation, and 
as such as a form of violence against women. It sanctions 
objectification of women, glamorises exploitation and harms work to 
achieve gender equality.  

 
• We challenge the normalisation of the sex encounter ‘industry’: we 

aspire to a world without these forms of so-called ‘entertainment’ and 
believe it is realistic to aspire to a society where they do not exist 

 
• We regard the proliferation of lap-dancing clubs as harmful to women 

individually, women collectively, and communities, and support all 
measures to prevent this.  

 
Lap-dancing is a form of exploitation of women 
 
We see lap-dancing and other forms of so-called ‘adult entertainment’ as 
sexually exploitative and damaging to women’s lives and to gender equality. 
Ultimately, we see it as part of the spectrum of male violence against women. 
The Scottish Government document ‘Safer Lives: Changed Lives’ notes that 
commercial sexual exploitation causes harm to all women, by sanctioning 
objectification of women’s bodies, and further notes that this harm to women 
collectively happens regardless of whether individuals claim liberation or 
empowerment from the activity.  
 
Lap-dancing glamorises exploitation. The sex industry has pushed to 
glamorise lap dancing, and promotes it as exciting and lucrative ‘work’ for 
women. The reality is that lap-dancing clubs are highly exploitative. Unlike 
other dance performances where the audience members pay for a ticket and 
the organisation staging the performance pays the performers, in ‘adult 
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entertainment’ the women have to pay the club in order to perform (often 
around £80-£100 per night), and then the men pay the women directly. 
Women also pay for club outfits and pay fines for being late or missing shifts.  
 
Clubs maintain a high ‘performer to punter’ ratio to offer the customer 
maximum choice of varieties of women – in itself an indicator of their view that 
women are objects for consumption and not human beings with rights and 
dignity – and this means there is intense competition between performers, 
which in turns escalates the types of performance on offer. Increasingly men 
expect explicit sexualised behaviour and full nudity. It is in this context that the 
buying and selling of sex acts occurs in some clubs. Scottish research with 
110 men who had bought sex in prostitution found that 31% of the men had 
accessed prostitution through a lap dancing club.1  
 
Even in clubs where licensing conditions are adhered to many women report 
a heavy psychological toll linked to dealing with, in effect, normalised sexual 
harassment on a nightly basis. Testimonies from women who have worked in 
lap-dancing clubs confirm that they are harmful places to ‘work’; for example,  
‘Alexandra’ says “The management in all the clubs treated the girls very 
badly, they were discriminatory, frequently derogatory in their comments to 
and about the girls…The customers' attitudes varied between politeness to 
downright hostility and abuse.”2 Other testimony indicates that being a 
performer in a lap-dancing club is harmful to performers’ personal 
relationships, self-esteem, health, substance use, and financial situation.3 
 
Lap-dancing is a manifestation of gender inequality. It is not a coincidence 
that the performers in lap-dancing clubs in Scotland are almost all women and 
the customers and business owners are almost all men. This industry thrives 
on the systematic exploitation of women by men – and a gendered hierarchy 
of power. An industry like this has no place in modern Scotland.  
 
The sex industry should not be normalised 
 
Over the past ten years, lap-dancing has entered the mainstream. It has 
increasingly featured in the media, with storylines in soap operas, 
newspapers, documentaries and films. A 2007 Lilith Project report stated that, 
“When East Enders ran a storyline featuring a lap dancer in 1998, the actor 
was sent ‘sackfuls’ of mail from men asking her to do private dancing for them 
and requests from Sunday tabloid newspapers asking her to do ‘glamour’ 
modelling.”  
 
Clubs are not discreet or hidden venues. They are advertised on flyers, in 
magazines, on local taxis and on larger billboards, and promotional staff 
(often dressed in lingerie) hand out flyers in shopping areas, high streets and 
in pubs / clubs. The clubs themselves are very apparent on the high street, 
many with shop-style frontage which makes it very clear what is on offer 
                                                            
1 Challenging Men’s Demand for Prostitution in Scotland - Women’s Support Project – 2008.  
2 Testimony to OBJECT campaign - 
http://www.object.org.uk/files/Testimony_%20Alexandra%281%29.pdf 
3 http://www.object.org.uk/index.php/lapdancing-testimonies 
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inside. Some clubs offer lessons to women marketed for those who want to 
dance for their partner, and some leisure and fitness centres now offer ‘pole 
fitness’ classes to teach the skills for pole-dancing. This increasing presence 
of the sex industry in mainstream culture normalises activities that are based 
on gender inequality, exploitation and objectification. 
 
It is an illustration of how mainstream the sex industry has become that in 
2006 Comic Relief, which funds projects for young people affected by sexual 
violence, included a show called ‘Strictly Come Pole Dancing’ in its plans for 
fundraising – this was later dropped due to the volume of protests.  
 
In February 2010, the Home Office published a review of Sexualisation of 
Young People. This review examined culture and society in the UK and found 
that jobs in brothels and lap-dancing clubs are advertised by Job Centre Plus 
and that “we are seeing the normalisation of [sex work] as viable career 
choices” which “sends out a powerful message to young people about what is 
of value” (para 29). The review also concludes that popular culture lends 
“credence to the idea that women are there to be used and that men are there 
to use them” (para 30).  
 
In this climate, it is easy for young people to be groomed for involvement in 
the sex industry – and for escalation to occur. Many young women who work 
in lap-dancing clubs do not intend initially to become involved in prostitution 
but soon find that is the norm in these clubs and become prostituted women, 
not the high-earning dancers they set out to be.   
 
To call a halt to this culture of exploitative ‘sex-work’ as mainstream it is vital 
to curb the proliferation of adult entertainment venues and give control back to 
the local authorities which have to license these clubs. This would also send 
out a message that lap-dancing clubs are not a normal, legitimate form of 
entertainment and that Scotland rejects this exploitative industry and those 
who create and support it.  
 
It is not unrealistic to aspire to a society with no lap-dancing clubs. It is a 
matter of political will. Iceland recently legislated to ban all strip clubs. The law 
was passed with no votes against and only two abstentions. It makes it illegal 
for any business in Iceland to profit from the nudity of its employees.  
 
At a UK level, the Westminster Parliament has not gone as far as this, but has 
still passed important and hopefully culture-changing legislation to change the 
licensing of lap-dancing clubs, so they will in future be licensed as ‘sex 
encounter establishments’ – currently they are licensed in the same way as a 
coffee shop or bar offering karaoke or comedy. The ‘Stripping the Illusion’ 
campaign led by OBJECT and the Fawcett Society convinced the Parliament 
that clubs should face much more stringent licensing conditions, due to their 
social impact.  
 
Scotland has led the way in tackling other forms of violence against women 
and is rightly admired for its progress on, for example, domestic abuse. It 
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would be very fitting if we now became as progressive in tackling the harms of 
the sex industry.  
 
Lap-dancing clubs harm women and communities 
 
There are myriad other ways in which lap-dancing and strip clubs harm 
women, in addition to sanctioning their objectification.  
 
Their presence in society also harms women in the workplace. Large 
companies and financial institutions such as the National Westminster Bank 
have had corporate accounts with a lap dance club4, as do other city firms in 
London, with a corresponding negative impact on women’s equality in the 
workplace.  
 
The Fawcett Society’s ‘Corporate Sexism’ report noted the commonness of 
firms holding business meetings, entertaining clients and celebrating deals at 
lap-dancing venues, with some establishments offering unmarked receipts for 
expenses.5 They identify this as a major new threat to women’s equality at 
work. In a society with a large gender pay gap and working women still 
clustered in low-pay and low-status jobs, any factors feeding this that are 
preventable should be tackled.  
 
At an individual level, these clubs do not offer legitimate ‘work’. As Sarah, who 
worked in a lap-dancing club, puts it: “There’s no hierarchy. You can’t be 
promoted. It’s for quick money .There’s no holiday or sickness pay. Shifts are 
booked on a weekly basis. If you’re ill you can’t work. There’s no pension!”6 
 
These clubs also harm communities. They make women feel uncomfortable 
and unsafe, and create no-go areas in our towns and cities. The presence of 
strip clubs in a neighbourhood draws potentially violent men and unlicensed 
minicabs, putting women at risk of sexual violence. In 2001, the female rape 
rate in the London Borough of Camden, which then had seven clubs sited 
mainly in residential areas, was three times the national average; researchers 
at the Lilith Project say that since 1999, rape of women in Camden has 
increased by 50 per cent and indecent assault by 57 per cent. 
 
In 2002, a report from the council's environmental health department recorded 
that some streets had turned into "a no-go area for female shoppers and male 
passers-by who are often accosted by pimps and other strip clubs offering 
sexual services and favours". 
 
Councils should have the power to limit the number of clubs, setting the limit 
at zero if they wish to, and we strongly support amendment 516. We urge the 
Committee to stand against exploitation and stand for a safer, more just and 
equal society and to support this amendment.  
 
                                                            
4 ‘Profitable Exploits: Lap dancing in the UK’, by Julie Bindel, CWASU, London Metropolitan 
University, Aug 2004. http://www.cwasu.org/displayAuthorsPublications.asp?author_key=16 
5 http://www.fawcettsociety.org.uk/index.asp?PageID=990 
6 http://www.object.org.uk/files/Testimony_Sarah.pdf 
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Jenny Kemp 
Prevention Network Officer 
26 April 2010 
 


